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From the Editor

A

THE PRIMARY SOURCE

A Very Lawful Christmas

ll I want for Christmas is some peace
and quiet. The controversies that have
swept Tufts this semester have become a
bit overwhelming, and everyone on this
campus could use a break. Emotions are
running high, and nary a week goes by now
without another crime committed against
THE PRIMARY SOURCE.
With the theft of another print run of
this magazine, some Tufts students continue to break the law. First, over 1,300
copies of our October 25th issue were stolen
across campus; then just a week ago, nearly
1,000 copies of our November 22nd issue
were stolen. Sure, I know our popularity
has surged recently, but a thousand copies
of our magazine don’t just disappear from
every distribution location uphill in one
night. I guess the folks vandalizing our
issues with stickers didn’t coordinate with
those stealing our issues. They could have
saved themselves some work.
These recent crimes again reveal the
depths to which some students will sink in
their ideological crusades. Rather than debate, inform, or criticize, they steal and
vandalize. These actions reveal a dangerous disrespect for the rule of law. The
students who have stolen our issues no
doubt feel that they are justified in doing
so, but history has taught us that when an
individual makes themselves the sole instrument of justice, only tyranny and anarchy result. But this attitude is almost to be
expected from people who continually think
of themselves as victims and are ever fighting the “System.”
When these crimes first took place, I
viewed them as the aberrant actions of
individuals. Yet upon closer examination,
I wonder about the role Tufts University
has played in creating students who will
commit such crimes. While the SOURCE
holds those students fully accountable for
their criminal actions, we can also see that
the environment created by Tufts as an
institution has failed to teach some students

right from wrong. At normal universities
across this nation, patriotic rallies were
held in the wake of September 11th—at
Tufts I was assaulted for being patriotic. At
normal universities the First Amendment is
upheld unequivocally, and a baseless sexual
harassment charge would never even have
been heard—at Tufts one woman’s feelings have embroiled the campus. At normal
universities student publications are not
censored through theft—at Tufts over 2,300
copies of our issues have been stolen thus
far this year.
Rules and laws exist for a reason: they
are the bulwark of a civilized society. We
live in a democratic society in which rules
and laws can be changed without being
broken. When institutions like Tufts’ own
Peace and Justice Studies Department encourage impressionable students to break
the law in acts of “civil disobedience,” they
undermine the very order that allows them
to exist. Too often, Tufts students are encouraged to be leaders and fight for change
without critically examining their actions.
While trying to effect change, fools rush in
where angels fear to tread. This environment should be changed. Tufts should place
emphasis on critical thinking and not direct
action about the trendy topics of the day.
The misguided students who have stolen our issues have no doubt been encouraged to think that what they have done is
right and moral. While this university must
uphold its rules and hold them individually
accountable, it should also examine its failure to teach its students a respect for the
rule of law. Maybe then we’ll all have some
peace and quiet.
Happy Holidays,
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Letters

Dear Editor,
I am very diappointed that the SOURCE has fallen to
such a low level of journalism. As a magazine that prides
itself on accuracy, I was taken aback by two errors in the
most recent issue. To begin with, my chest is rather hairfree, and what exactly is a "manly bosom" anyway? In
addition, your translation of the Nate Dogg lyric on the
page entitled "Still More Rap Lyrics for White Folks" is
incorrect. The proper translation of "Y'all can't deny it, I'm
a f**king rider, you don't want to f**k with me," is "You
cannot claim otherwise, I am a man of high stature, it is not
in your best interests to instigate a confrontation with me."
At least that is how they would say it in my 'hood.
One additional statement. I would just like to say that
I hope the sexually suggestive comments made about me,
ostensibly "From The Elephant's Mouth," also in your
most recent issue, were not authored by Editor-in-Chief
Sam Dangremond. I have heard that he is about as well
endowed as Tufts University, and I like long trunks...

Warning: THE PRIMARY SOURCE disavows all responsibility for the accuracy of facts alleged
in letters to the editor. Content of these
letters is the sole responsibility of the author.
Dear Editor,
I would just like to say that these recent events involving Iris
Halpern’s actions against the university have really angered
me. Aside from the fact that she is a natural born instigator,
she is also a hypocrite. Last year at a soccer fundraiser in
Hotung Café, Iris physically harassed me.
I was chatting with my friends when this girl whom I had
never seen before approached me, yanked my arm, and
dragged me onto the empty dance floor as I pleaded with her
to let me go. She then proceeded to “grope” me as she tried to
dance with me. As a straight female, I felt violated. Iris should
think twice before scrutinizing the actions of others. She
should take a good look in the mirror.
Sincerely,
DA ‘04

THE

Sincerely,
Michael Ferenczy ‘02

SOURCE

Welcomes

All

Letters to

SM

THE PRIMARY SOURCE

Editor

Tufts
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Commentary
Femi-Nausea

T

he latest leftist blunder on Walnut Hill was exposed earlier this
week in a Daily article penned by Veronica Aguilar. Several
members of the Senate, and a handful of the usual campus feminists,
are on a new crusade, this time for a female culture rep. Among the
most outspoken supporters of the creation of a sixth culture rep
position is sophomore Ariana Flores, a newly elected member of the
TCU Senate who won her right to vote in the Senate through a fair
and democratic campus-wide election. Doesn’t her stance on culture reps undermine her own position by offering to share power
with those who were not elected in the same process? It certainly
does. Apparently, culture rep advocates are not acquainted with the
term “hypocrisy.”
The existence of culture reps, and especially voting culture
reps, is not only dangerous to fairly-elected senators, but to the
entire campus. Students who wish to represent the interests of a
certain group during their tenure on the Senate are welcome to do
so, given that they are elected by the entire student body. If a female
Senate candidate wishes to campaign on the platform that she will
advocate feminist issues while in office, she can be elected if
Jumbos feel that this kind of representation is important. If she is not
elected, she can still go to Senate meetings and lobby—just not
vote.
Those who clamor for culture reps have clearly never read the
TCU Senate bylaws, which state that all Senate meetings are open
to the entire Tufts community. If members of the Asian-American,
LGBT, Latino, Pan-African, commuter, or any other communities
on campus wish to express an opinion at a Senate meeting, they
already have the right to do so. Even without formal culture
representatives, these organizations already have permission to
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send members to weekly meetings.
Culture reps are by nature divisive, emphasizing special interests above common goals. They suggest that certain meeting
attendees are there only to discuss issues relevant to Asians, blacks,
or gays. In addition, the selection of culture reps could discourage
other members of certain groups from participating in student
government, just because they were not chosen as the rep from a
given campus group. The greatest danger of adding a female culture
rep to the Senate is that other campus groups have already begun to
make noise about creating culture reps of their own. After all, if a
group that comprises more than 50% of the campus needs special
representation in the student government, what’s next? The SOURCE
will begin lobbying soon.

Amtrak Shrugged

I

t appears that life, once again, imitates art in the latest controversy on
Capitol Hill. Paul Weyrich, a longtime leader of the Religious Right,
recently raised eyebrows when he advocated doing away with the
failing Amtrak system. In his own words, “Amtrak is a fatally flawed
institution that, in my opinion, is broken beyond repair.” Indeed,
Amtrak has consumed more than twenty-four billion dollars in subsidies since its inception in 1971, including five hundred and twenty-one
million dollars this year alone. Not surprisingly, it was recently found
that Amtrak will fail to achieve financial self-sufficiency by the
December 2, 2002 deadline that was set by Congress, adding fuel to a
long debate over public versus private ownership of the nation’s only
public railroad service.
Fans of Ayn Rand’s epic Atlas Shrugged should have been able to
predict Amtrak’s failure from the outset. One of the novel’s major plot
lines focuses on the government socialization of the rail system in the
name of “the public good,” and the disastrous results that ensued. Given
her success in predicting such failures of socialization, perhaps we
should all ascribe to her general insight: “The
evils, popularly ascribed to big industrialists, were
not the result of an unregulated industry, but of
government power over industry. The villain in
the picture was not the businessman, but the legislator, not free enterprise, but government controls.” In this respect, life should imitate art.
Had Amtrak been controlled by the private sector, such an inefficient and failing business
would have gone bankrupt long ago and a more
innovative, cost-effective and technologically advanced rail system would have taken its place.
However, when an industry is run by the government, it rarely goes away, no matter how laughably
unsuccessful it is or how much money is wasted in
the process. Tufts students have seen this firsthand
in the embarrassingly unsuccessful Big Dig Project,
which has caused highway tolls to skyrocket. With
so many big-government bureaucrats and collectivists in power, it’s hard to predict how the real life
story will conclude. One can hope that rational
minds will prevail, and the Amtrak story will end
like one of Rand’s novels.

Urine the Wrong

T

wo recent cases involving rights of privacy in schools have
reopened the debate about what facets of life ought to be
private, and which are by necessity public. The first case involves
a recent suit against school officials in Indiana who require
students to submit to drug testing in order to participate in all
extracurricular activities. Unlike in sports, there is no evidence that
cocaine, cannabis, or painkillers could enhance one’s performance
in the debate club, not to mention that the Constitution prohibits
any search and seizure not permitted by warrant or probable cause.
It is completely unwarranted and dangerously unconstitutional to
search any student on mere suspicion of being a drug addict.
Although drugs are a danger, the greater danger of the wellintended but often misguided “War on Drugs” is that while a few
junkies may be weeded out of the glee club, all high school students
are portrayed as potential criminals undeserving of the rights
granted even to convicted felons.
Another recent case brought against an Oklahoma school
district charged a teacher with violating a student’s right to privacy
by allowing other students to correct each other’s pop-quizzes. The
student’s mother argued that allowing other students to proofread
his work was degrading to her son and prompted other students to
have a low opinion of his intelligence. While most conservatives
would generally favor the right to privacy, this suit takes the
principle to a ridiculous extreme. Teachers ought not to reveal
institutional records, like grades or teacher comments, for public
consumption. Yet it is outside the bounds of the law to protect
every pop-quiz or essay. Quite frankly, the Supreme Court has
better things to do than dictate the minutia of every class exercise,
especially when such exercises not only have educational merit but
are only as embarrassing as one makes them. Kids don’t need to
grade each other’s pop-quizzes to know
who’s smart and who’s not.
So, while schools too often tend to
prohibit student privacy, as in the case of
degrading and pointless urine tests, the
idea can be taken too far. A school is a
public domain and therefore one’s actions,
like quizzes or papers, should be open for
public scrutiny but not one’s fluids.

public schools would become privately run by the corporation
Edison Schools. This plan will undoubtedly benefit the children of
Philadelphia as they reap the rewards of decreased cost and
increased efficiency through capitalistic competition.
The schools in Philadelphia will remain the same schools with
the same buildings and teachers but will be administrated by
Edison School, Inc. Edison is a private corporation, founded in
1992, that seeks to provide exemplary secondary school education
on a large scale. Currently Edison runs 136 schools in 19 states
across the nation. Already test scores, particularly among minorities, have shown significant increases in the schools run by Edison.
Edison has run nine of ten schools in nearby Chester-Upland
school district since August with positive results. The students of
Chester-Upland, long beset with impoverishment and run-down
schools scarce in resources, can now look at the bright lights and
fresh paint of their newly-refurbished schools with pride. With
significantly greater resources available, students now are taught
using hands-on teaching that would never have been possible
without privatization.
In Philadelphia, both the current teachers and much of the
central office will remain employed by the district. This public/
corporation hybrid guarantees that the students will receive the
same individualized attention as a public school system with the
efficiency of a capitalist corporation. Aside from low test scores,
crumbling buildings, shortages of resources, and high teacher
turnover the Philadelphia school district is running a deficit of
$216 million per year. After years of failed internal reforms, the
taxpayers do not deserve to see their money squandered any further
by the incompetent and inefficient government bureaucracy. By its
very capitalistic nature, Edison will surely improve the dire financial straits that the district currently finds itself in as well as
improving the lives of its many disadvantaged students.
"

School’s in the Money

W

hile the American public school sys
tem offers universal education, the
current system of using mandated state and
local taxes to fund public schools is not
necessarily the best one. Recently Pennsylvania Governor Mark Schweiker and Mayor
of Phildelphia John Street have announced
a plan to privatize a portion of
Philadelphia’s public schools. Under this
new plan, 60 out of Philadelphia’s 264
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
PS Cancer took the life of Beatles guitarist
George Harrison last week. Fans around
the world gathered to mourn Harrison’s
death and the release of the latest Ringo
Starr album.
PS A spokesperson for Paul McCartney
and Ringo Starr told the SOURCE that there
are no immediate plans for a Beatles reunion, but added that a smallpox epidemic
could hit England at any time.
PS President Bush threatened Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein with possible military action if Iraq does not stop creating biological weapons. If Iraq does not comply, Bush
plans to cover Baghdad with stickers reading “imagine a country free from anthrax.”
PS Pop star hotties Britney Spears and
Beyoncé Knowles are slated to make appearances in the next Austin Powers movie.
In order to attract male movie-goers, theater owners plan on offering the movie in
mute.
PS Thespians Nicole Kidman and Tom
Cruise finalized their divorce last week and
divided their assets. Kidman maintains
rights to the couple’s house and children,
while Cruise will keep Kidman’s underwear.

SM

Top Ten Christmas Gifts at Tufts:
10. Gary Leupp: an American flag, kerosene, matches
9. Eric Greenberg: Dave Moon’s popularity
8. Melissa Carson: Eric Greenberg’s job
7. Mike Ferenczy: a razor, for his hairy,
manly bosom
6. Ariana Flores: a mop
5. Pritesh Gandhi: a conservative backlashing
4. Lou Esparza: a subscription to Hot Thai
Girls Magazine
3. Danika Kleiber: undecided
2. THE PRIMARY SOURCE: The Observer’s budget
1. Adam Carlis: a bright orange jumpsuit
PS An English beer company is being accused of xenophobia for running an ad celebrating the Brits’ victory over Germany in
a World Cup qualifying round with a line
reading, “Germany defeated. Now onto Japan. Sound familiar?” Critics of the advertisement note that Americans suck at soccer
and will not be able to bail out the English
like last time.
PS The first man to receive a mechanical
artificial heart died last week. Apparently
he ran out of quarters.
PS A nationwide poll shows that a vast majority of Americans (74%) favor a broader
war against terror, including strikes against
Iraq. A related poll found that most Americans also favor casting Gene Hackman in the
movie version of Operation Infinite Justice.

PS Members of Maryland’s Green Party
argued in state Supreme Court that current
laws make it too difficult for alternative
parties to place candidates on ballots. Maryland argues that the law protects voters from
cluttered, confusing ballots and leftist body
odor.
PS North Carolina officials are going to
punish a daycare center because inspectors
found green, plastic army men that they say
“reflect stereotyping and violence.” The
kiddies attended sensitivity training during
which they unpacked their invisible Pokemon
lunchboxes of phallic oppression.
PS In more North Carolina news, a local
sheriff is coming under fire from Muslims
who complain about his Christmas cards,
which feature the sheriff holding Osama bin
Laden’s severed head and the message
“Happy Ramadan.” The sheriff made it up
to local Muslims by purchasing each of their
kids a bag of green, plastic army men.
PS Too busy counting calories? TFA recently lost $2,000 that was supposed to go to
charity after forgetting to fill out the appropriate TCU paperwork. Or that’s what they’ll
have us believe. Ever aware of conspiracies,
THE PRIMARY SOURCE presents
Top Ten Reasons TFA Lost $2,000:
10. Paid dues at DTD
9. Purchased battery-operated stocking stuffers
8. Spent the loot at Pizza Hut to maintain
realistic body images
7. Paid Jean Kilbourne’s minibar fees at the
Waltham Doubletree
6. Bought 100 lap dances at South Shore
nudie bar
5. Paid hitman to shoot DTD postergirl
Jamie Pressly
4. Rented combine harvester for leg-shearing
3. Bought strings, rosin, and bows for tiny,
tiny violins
2. “Math class is hard. Let’s go shopping!”
1. Purchased brass knuckles for Liz Monnin
PS School officials at an El Paso, Texas
high school removed the message “God
Bless America” from the building after students complained that the phrase was not
inclusive to all students. The school’s billboard will now read “Rainbows are pretty.”
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PS A New York state appeals court has
rejected Charles Collins III’s appeal to
overturn his conviction for spraying manure on the state’s highest court. He
claimed he was protesting the court’s bias
against fathers. Collins will now protest
the court’s bias against vandals by beating
his son.
PS A Texas appeals court stayed a federal
judge’s order that the Speaking Rock Casino shut down by November 30 th , for
violating Texas gambling laws. Chief
Counting Card, son of Stacks-The-Deck,
will appeal.
PS Maoists rebels bombed a Coca-Cola
bottling plant in Kathmandu last Thursday. Investigators suspect the rebels did it
just for the taste of it.
# Can I get a WUT? TFA co-chair Abby
Moffat recently founded the Women’s
Union at Tufts in order to create a women’s
group that is actually open to women who
don’t support TFA’s radical agenda. Seems
even feminists can’t stand Liz Monnin...
Ambitious Abby also petitioned the TCU
senate to create a women’s culture rep to
join the already ultra-diverse student government. Here’s a scheme to get more women
on the senate that many have not considered: get elected… Moffat may be independently minded, but we hear she still makes
a great sandwich… TFA knockout Monnin
pens a Viewpoint upholding the virtues of
dialogue to work out political differences.
So “dialogue” includes storming DTD
and assaulting Sam Dangremond at the
cannon, right Liz? Guess TFA thinks that
THE ELEPHANT forgot… Although is has
been lobbing the allegations like tomatoes,
TFA’s got troubles of their own: former
TFA chairwomyn lost $2,000 that was
supposed to go to charity. In related news, a
lucky sales clerk at the Galleria got promoted to assistant manager after selling
$2,000 worth of Revlon products.
# “Imagine a campus free from sexism”
stickers appeared on numerous copies of the
last SOURCE issue. The issues were then
promptly stolen. THE ELEPHANT wishes these
darn activists would just make up their

PS A young Hawaiian man fell to his death
while hiking around a banana patch on a
cliff near Honolulu. Has Vaudeville taught
us nothing?
PS Baton Rouge cops recovered eight
missing headstones outside the home of
Anna Piazza, who calls herself
“Looziana’s Voodoo Queen, Lucretia
McEvil.” Lucretia?
PS Syphilis infections dropped to an alltime low in the United States last year,
with fewer than 6,000 cases of the sexually transmitted disease reported nationwide, the government said Wednesday.
Among other effects of Clinton having
left office...
PS Scientists claim to be close to cloning
a human being. In related news, Cindy
minds… “This is a mode of freedom of
speech,” SLAM kingpin Iris Halpern said in
the Daily in reference to the vandalized
SOURCEs. Would anyone like to follow the leftwing version of the First Amendment and slap
one of these stickers over Halpern’s mouth?
… Some Tufts vandals make even Halpern
look like an intellectual, such as the fools who
wrote “Tufts hates fags” near Tisch. THE
ELEPHANT hopes that Santa fills their stockings
with anthrax…With the recent switch to wireless Internet connection in the Tisch library,
students can now
simultaneously

Crawford is suing for trademark infringement.
PS In Concord, NH, lawmakers are pondering how they can corral rowdy allterrain vehicle drivers after complaints
that some drivers are noisy, enter property
without permission and are harming the
environment. Twelve gallons to the mile,
but they sure can run down endangered
species!
PS In Charleston, WV, black cherry stumps
dot the landscapes of some eastern West
Virginia counties, the result of tree rustling. George Washington’s attorney is
refusing comment.
PS Elton John announced that his latest
CD, “Songs From The West Coast,” will
be his last. And the world wept.
download and star in first floor bathroom
cruising action… Dining Services announces it will soon be adding Chinese food
to the points program. In other news, the
Somerville Animal Shelter recently found
homes for over 4,000 cats.
# THE ELEPHANT takes a moment to
answer “The Heterosexual Questionnaire” in TCMAV’s The Window: What
do you think caused your heterosexuality? Biology. Why do heterosexuals place
so much emphasis on sex? To ensure the
survival of the species. If you have never
slept with a person of the same sex, is it
possible all you need is a good gay lover?
No. How can you become a whole person
if limit [sic] yourself to compulsive, exclusive heterosexuality? Man! Look at
her—oh, sorry, missed the question.
# A Viewpoint headline reads: “Tufts
Feminine Alliance picked the wrong fight.”
Too bad there’s nothing feminine about
them… Chair of the US Defense Policy
Board and proud SOURCE papa Richard
Perle tells undergrads that we should bomb
Saddam. Noticeably absent and thoroughly
missed at Perle’s lecture was the “Richard
= Murderer” sign.
# THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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A careful reader finds that complaints against the SOURCE
are based on a few students’ emotional distress.

Nothing More
Than Feelings
by Joshua Martino

I

t’s the most unpleasant side effect of a free supporters wrote similar Viewpoints to the
society—everyday Americans are bom- Daily brimming with the same emotional
barded by ideas they find offensive. Our language. “How would you feel?” asked three
nation protects organizations whose very ex- Feminist Alliance members. They went on to
istence offends the sensibilities of most citi- make their feelings obvious without discusszens, like the Ku Klux Klan and pedophilia- ing the facts of the case. If there were any
endorsing NAMBLA. To some folks at Tufts, facts, the TFA members drowned them in
THE PRIMARY SOURCE is just as offensive and emotional words like “offensive,” “support,”
objectionable. In these pages, writers and “emotionally trying,” and “threatened”
humorists criticize or mock their ideas, val- (twice). Another senior wrote that the CSL
decision left “a bilious
ues, and behavior. And
taste in my mouth.” Dethat leads to some hurt
spite her good diction,
feelings.
Must every
the author continued
Those the SOURCE ofheadline and
with the same feelingsfends most often are popublic discussion
heavy claptrap: “oppreslitically active students.
be the result of a
sion,” “respect,” “hosUnfortunately, many of
feminist’s low selftile,” “degradation,” and
them cannot tell the dif“insidious”
(three
ference between emotion
esteem?
times). Predictably, all
and politics. Once their
of the preceeding words
pride is damaged, they
mobilize against the offenders, creating a that symbolize hurt or victimhood refer to
Halpern or the authors themselves. The negacause out of nothing more than feelings.
Observe the sexual harassment case filed tive words (for instance, “insidious”) refer to
against the SOURCE. After her complaint was the SOURCE. An
dismissed, Iris Halpern wrote an open letter i m p a r t i a l
to the CSL claiming that this magazine tar- reader will
geted her because of her gender and sexually observe that
harassed her. But her language revealed our Halpern’s
true crime. “Here I stand before you in de- d e f e n d e r s
pressed dejection,” and “…I’m so hurt and did not prove
angry now,” she wrote. Halpern closed the she had a case—
letter with self-pity: “That hurt, and it’s my they only estabfreedom of speech to let you know it. Though lished that their feelyou probably won’t think about it anyway.” ings were hurt.
Halpern used all of the following words
THE PRIMARY
or phrases in reference to herself: “pain,” S OURCE is certainly
“faith,” “hope,” “degrade” (four times), “abu- guilty of offending these
sive,” “suffering,” “oppression,” “ignored,” individuals and others.
“angry,” and “hurt” (three times). This is not Yet, as the CSL decided,
language to describe the breach of university the magazine did nothing
policy; this is the language of emotion.
more than exercise poor taste.
But Halpern is not alone. Several of her Cognizant of this, the offended parties have
purposefully mislabeled our disregard for
Mr. Martino is a senior majoring in
their feelings hoping to elicit widespread camEnglish.
pus support. They have accused the SOURCE of
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crimes far more (pardon the emotional word)
insidious than simple offensiveness. These
charges include encouraging violence against
women, supporting “rape culture,” and causing all Tufts women to feel unsafe.
Ignore for a moment that these accusations do not make sense (why would a magazine willfully alienate half of its readership?).
Instead consider their goals; by involving all
Tufts women in the personal offense of a
handful of feminists, Iris Halpern and TFA
magnify the SOURCE’s menace. For if they
insist that the magazine endangers all women,
their hurt feelings are legitimate.
Unfortunately for the journal’s critics,
the SOURCE is only a threat to those too sensitive to have their public conduct criticized.
This magazine endangers only the sensibilities of those who disagree. And even among
our political opponents there are many who
read the SOURCE and feel perfectly safe.
Must every headline and public discussion be the result of a feminist’s low selfesteem? The reaction to the SOURCE’s jokes
about Iris Halpern indicate that the Student
Activities Fee sponsors a group whose sole
focus is to protect the sensibilities of its members. Tufts has heard little this semester from
its Feminist Alliance that did not involve
sexual harassment or Iris Halpern. TFA would
be better off ending its crusade against offensiveness and concentrating on issues such as
female under-representation or reproductive
rights, matters that affect all women regardless of their emotional sensitivity.
Those with hurt feelings have denied
THE PRIMARY SOURCE its right
to offend, inform, or amuse
this semester. Several students have stolen or vandalized hundreds of
SOURCE issues because
they don’t
approve of
what
is
printed
in
these pages.
Halpern publicly called the
vandalism of
the magazine an exercise in free
speech. Yet,
most Tufts students understand that criminals do not steal, attack, or vandalize to
promote some political cause—they do it
because they hate their victims.
"
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‘TWAS A NIGHT IN
OCTOBER,
When there on the quad
Sam Dangremond flexed
His huge, brutish bod.
He had painted the cannon
With stripes white and red.
Jingoist war chants
He sang in his head.
“I’ll pound any liberals
Who come by this way,”
He said, adding, “Oh yeah
I hate blacks, Jews, and gays.”
“And cripples, and Catholics,
And babies and cats.
And women, their grandmas,
And guys who wear hats.”
When all of a sudden
Three leftists arrived.
Humming songs of empowerment
That they had contrived.
So tiny, so meek
Were these three lefty elves.
Not prepared was this bunch
For defending themselves.

They came for the cannon—
To swathe it in cheer.
But monstrous Sammy attacked
When the lefties got near.
Their nonviolent tactics were
No match for this beast.
Sam ripped open their chests
And on their hearts he did feast.
He ground up their skulls
And devoured each brain.
Followed by a few bottles
Of discount Night Train.
When they finally escaped,
To the cops they did scream.
While Sam divided their entrails
Amongst the cycling team.
To the university big-wigs
Their complaints they did list.
But Sam got off without even
a slap on the wrist.
So now those wee lefties
Know what not to do.
Don’t mess with Texas
And conservatives, too.
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The Primary

SOURCE’s
The Ballad of Late-Nite Chinese Food
Wontons swimming in a golden broth.
Egg drop tickling your tongue.
When the phone rings, what a keen surprise!
“Chinee foo” will then be sung.

Oh Campus Right
(to the tune of “Oh Holy Night”)
Oh campus right
The left is surely whining.
Took long enough,
but now they’re really spooked.
Long lay our school,
in plastic bubble lining:
“The Constitution
Can be overlooked.”
Sweet hymns of joy
did FIRE send to Bacow
And CCed to
the deans and CSL.
Freedom of speech
Will always be protected.
Oh rights divine!
Oh rights
Oh Bill of Rights.
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Everybody gets a craving for some crab rangoon
When day has given way to night.
Save some money with a combo plate,
Then buy Roses for your Golden Light.
Have a Very Radix Christmas
(to the tune of “Have a Holly Jolly Christmas”)
Have a very Radix Christmas!
We have no hierarchy.
Everyone’s an editor,
And that’s alright by me
Have a very Radix Christmas!
And attack that sexist SOURCE.
Power-hungry perverts all
And how dare they support wars!
Writing an article’s
Not an easy thing
When you know jack about
Grammar and spelling.
We’ll just need some buffer funding
For to spread our lefty cheer.
With more money we can print more than
One issue a year!
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Christmas Carols
2001
(to the tune of “The Christmas Song
[Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire]”)

You know the delivery guy is on his way.
He’s loaded lots and lots of fried rice on his sleigh.
Peking ravioli set the yuletide mood.
General Gau never had it so good!
Hazy phone calls to the restaurant.
“Pickup or delivery?”
You’ll be hungry in twenty minutes more...
“You want order?” Sounds good to me.

O Fraternity
(to the tune of “O Christmas Tree”)
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
How are thy floors so rancid!
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
Our opposition’s flaccid!
Promoting violence culture is
Alleged by feminist called Liz.
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
How are thy kegs so tepid!

Have Yourself A Coalition Christmas
(to the tune of “Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas”)
Have yourself a Coalition Christmas.
Let course loads be light.
Cause we spend all our time bitching at the Right.
Have yourself a Coalition Christmas,
If you’re bi or gay.
From now on intolerance will be miles away.
Here we are vocal dissidents
Of all violence and hurt
Though we can’t get our point across
‘Less we print it ‘cross our shirt!
Through the years we’ve always fought oppression
Though we’re not sure how.
People pretty much tune us out anyhow.
So have yourself a Coalition Christmas now.

O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
Much booze doth I imbibe there.
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
Who are these chicks with leg hair?
Walked in on Monday Night Football,
Had some damn sit-in in our hall.
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
Melissa Stark’s a hottie.
That Tina Yothers was alright,
Justine Bateman, quite a sight.
O Fraternity, O Fraternity!
Hold on a sec, where were we?
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We Three Peaceful Activists
(to the tune of “We Three Kings”)
We three peaceful activists are
Walking to the cannon so far,
Painting messages of justice
Over the stripes and stars.
Oh, under cover of the night,
We’ll get us into a fight,
Never maiming, just restraining.
That’s non-violent… right?
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Cable, Cable, Cable
(to the tune of “Dreidel, Dreidel, Dreidel”)
My neighbor has a splitter,
One line to her TV.
The other stretch of coax
She has given to me.
Oh Cable, Cable, Cable,
Tufts Connect I will not pay!
Cable, Cable, Cable,
Go f—k yourself, I say.
The Crocodile Hunter
And South Park-all for free!
Paying through the nostrils,
No thanks, that’s not for me!
Oh Cable, Cable, Cable,
I’d sing this verse again.
Cable, Cable, Cable,
But Buffy’s on in ten.

TFA, TFA, TFA
(to the tune of “Let it Snow”)
Well, the campus left is rollin’.
Watch THE PRIMARY SOURCE get stolen,
And guess who’s coming out to play?
TFA, TFA, TFA.
Yeah, the feminist gals are hoppin’,
And they’re not showin’ signs of stoppin’
Until rape culture goes away.
TFA, TFA, TFA.
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Oh, we’ll bring in Jean Kilbourne,
Hold a conversation in Hotung.
All the women unsafe we’ll warn,
And scream till we blow out a lung
Oh, they’re getting all mad and groany,
But no one listens to their baloney,
And the SOURCE is here to stay.
TFA, TFA, TFA.

The top ten items on every conservative’s Christmas wishlist.

A Very Conservative
Christmas
by Reid Van Gorder
Gun— The best type of firearm for today’s
conservative is a shotgun because it can
bring home dinner. The Perazzi MX2000S is
one of the finest guns in production. This 20gauge over-and-under shotgun is perfect for
small game hunting. The gun is decorated
with the Perazzi name engraved in gold on
both sides of the stock. Don’t forget to include a small game cookbook.
The Perazzi MX2000S retails for $3,900.

Steak— This holiday season,
treat the right-winger on your list to the best
meat in the world, Japanese Wagyu Beef.
The Wagyu cow, developed in Japan about a
century ago, is considered to be the best
tasting, most tender meat in the world. Don’t
tell the vegans, but the only natural way to get
vitamin B12 into your diet and prevent anemia is by eating animal products. If you have
to eat it, why not eat the best?
Japanese Wagyu Beef retails for around
$100 per pound.
Sailboat— If you’ll be spending your holiday season near water, the best gift for your
special conservative is a new sailboat. The
Hinkley Sou’wester 70 is a 70 foot yacht with
all the comforts of home, including gold leaf
accents along the hull. The Hinckley can be
customized to your needs and will easily
sleep more than ten.
The Hinckley Sou’wester 70 can be
purchased used for around $4 million.
Suit— If you are in need of new dress clothes
for this holiday season, look no further than
Hickey Freeman. Since 1899, Hickey Freeman has been creating some of the best
formal wear in the clothing industry. This
season, Hickey Freeman is offering a doubleMr. Van Gorder is a junior majoring in
Quantitative Economics.

breasted wool suit made to the highest standards. It will last from your first interview to
your final board meeting, as long as you
don’t eat too much holiday fruit cake and
outgrow it, of course.
The Hickey Freeman Double-Breasted
Wool Suit retails for $1,325.
Mace— As a Tufts conservative, you may
feel unsafe after the incident at our beloved
cannon. Well, fear no more; a great way to
repel an attacker
is with a can of
mace. Spraying
this into the
face of your attacker will ensure that you can get away
safely. Be warned, you may use mace only if
you fear serious bodily harm. Make sure to
check www.massgunlaw.com and to learn
what local laws apply to mace before you
decide to include this in someone’s stocking.
Mace can be purchased for around $20.
Pen— With most of today’s communications being electronic, hand written messages have become a rarity. But that doesn’t
make them a bad thing. Written communication naturally
stands out from
email, and it
stands out even
more if it is written with a quality pen. This
year treat your
special conservative to a Mont
Blanc fountain
pen. This classic pen is a symbol of tradition, fine craftsmanship, and culture. Never sign an important document without one.
The Mont Blanc Meisterstuck 144 Fountain Pen retails for $265.

Colin Powell Action Figure— For the young
conservative on your list, nothing would make
a better present than a General Colin Powell
Action Figure. Now Secretary of State, General Powell has become an icon of American
leadership. As Powell says, “You don’t know
what you can get away with until you try.”
Make sure to try this gift for the 2001 holiday
season.
The General Colin Powell Action Figure retails for $60.
NRA Membership— Richard Henry Lee
said it best: “To preserve liberty it is essential
that the whole body of people always possess
arms.” The NRA is helping to make sure that
this right is not taken away from the lawabiding American people. With the membership, your special conservative will receive a
subscription to either American Rifleman,
American Hunter, or America’s First Freedom. Conceal carry permit not included.
A lifetime membership to the NRA costs
$750.
Alcohol— Ever since James Bond started
drinking vodka martinis, gin has been absent
from most liquor cabinets. But this holiday
season, treat your special conservative like
real-life Commie-fighter Winston Churchill
with a bottle of Tanqueray No. Ten gin and
an Alessi 5050 Cocktail Shaker. This shaker
is half glass and half aluminum which gives
it a style of its own. Remember: shaken, not
stirred.
Tanqueray No. Ten retails for around
$30.
The Alessi 5050 Cocktail Shaker retails
for $85.
Knife— A great
gift for any conservative is a
pocket knife because you never
know when you
might have to cut
something. For the
most reliable
name in cutlery,
turn to Spyderco.
The Spyderco Delica is a stainless steel knife
with a conservative, but useful, 2.5 inch
blade. If it ever dulls, just send it back to the
company for sharpening.
The Spyderco Delica retails for $69. "
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Eighty-one-year-old celibate men can’t be wrong about
matters of reproduction.

The “Attack” of the Clones
by Jason Walker

W

ith the recent successful creation of cloning researchers have suggested.
human zygotes from stem cells, the
“To manufacture a human being is a
“clone” debate has returned with a ven- terrible human rights abuse,” says Rep. Chris
geance we won’t see again until George Smith, R-NJ. And in an apparent conversion
Lucas releases his next movie. With all of to both Shakerism and Luddism, he added,
these “profound ethical questions” about “Mad scientists are still mad scientists no
the practice, one could write an entire book matter how white their lab coats are and how
on the subject without coming to any firm many bioethicists they hire to justify their
conclusions, so how, gentle reader, might actions.” His declaration comes as a great
one do it here? Essentially, it is not this shock to people born from test-tubes or in
author’s burden to defend the legitimacy of vitro fertilization, methods which have been
cloning or cloning
used legally since
research. Rather,
their inceptions.
It is the burden of the
it is the burden of
Or, for that matthe anti-cloning
ter, to those of us
anti-cloning reactionary
reactionary to
who were “manuto demonstrate what
demonstrate what
factured” using
business it is of the
business it is of the
equipment that
State to interfere with
State to interfere
our parents recloning research.
with cloning received from nasearch. Citizens
ture. Worst of all,
concerned with cloning must closely exam- how can one respect the rights of a fetus
ine what prominent figures against cloning clone that doesn’t even exist yet? (And this
have said about the issue.
is even assuming fetuses have rights). Exist“The use of embryos to clone is wrong,” ence is generally taken by most courts as a
President Bush scolded researchers in a tone precondition for rights.
of voice normally reserved for terrorists. “We
A top Vatican official, Monsignor
should not, as a society, grow life to destroy Tarcisio Bertone, announced that the Vatican
it, and that’s exactly what is taking place.”
was “launching an alarm” on cloning in the
Ah, but therein lies the rub. The “life” in tradition of similar alarms against heliocenquestion consists of 4-6 cell zygotes, well tric astronomy and evolutionary biology.
before even the stage that gives researchers The Vatican’s objections stem from it’s
stem cells. But perhaps the President refers insistence that human life begins at concepto the concern that cloning research, when it tion. “It takes place, in reality already at the
gets closer to the Dolly stage, may result in first instant of the embryo itself,” the Church
a miscarriage or two. Statistically, this is declared. That, of course, is a thorny issue,
entirely possible. But this is also quite possible and not one that can be addressed in so short
in healthy couples using natural methods, and an article. However, it should be pointed out
especially in couples in which at least one that the fallacy here on the part of the Church
partner has a genetic defect. Would Dubya is the lost distinction between the Actual and
also deprive couples with genetic predisposi- the Potential.
tions for miscarriage the right to reproduce?
The Actual is a collection of six cells
This sounds closer to Gattaca than anything which, under very specific circumstances
and with enough time, have the Potential to
Mr. Walker is a graduate student in the
develop into a baby. As Dr. Michael West,
Philosophy Department.
the CEO of the company that created the
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clones, explained, “We’re talking about
making human cellular life, not a human
life. A human life, we know scientifically,
begins upwards, even into two weeks, of
human development, where this little ball of
cells decides, ‘I’m going to become one
person or I am going to be two persons.’ It
hasn’t been decided yet.”
The only real difference between what
West has done and what anyone might do by
culturing some of their own skin cells is that
West’s six-cell culture is made with egg
cells. Because scientists use the word
“clone,” people afraid of technology, and
the future itself, construct elaborate nightmarish scenarios about how dangerous this
might be. But in so doing, they lose sight of
the Actual.
Even if West went much further and
announced his intent to create cloned human
beings, there is no reason to justify State
intervention. The egg cells, uteri and other
reproductive apparati are personal property
in the most profound sense of the term.
Banning the practice would only invite wellfunded private researchers to continue their
research in the Caribbean, far from the ethical safeguards and oversight of the American medical community. A wiser approach
recognizes the value cloning research would
bring to childless couples, respects the basic
reproductive freedom of all Americans, and
embraces technological progress with enthusiasm instead of fear.
"

Would you like fries with your clones, sir?
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Cloning doesn't involve sex, so the Pope should be an expert.

Every Cell is Sacred
by Robert Lichter

A

founding principle of the United States To some, the Church still has this anti-sciis that “all men are created equal” and ence reputation. So when the Pope recently
endowed by God with “certain inalienable condemned human cloning, arguing that it
rights,” among which life is listed first. When- degrades the dignity of life and is counter to
ever we Americans have strayed from adher- moral law, many passed over it as more
ence to this principle, there has been Hell to scientific ignorance. In reality, the ignorapay. The Founding Fathers allowed slavery, muses are those who discard 21st century
although many of them
Catholicism because of
found it morally repug14th century CatholiAs soon as the
nant. Thinking slavery
cism. Furthermore, this
relative value of one
was necessary in order
issue is not really about
life is weighed
to unify all the colonies
science; His Holiness is
against that of
under one government,
standing up for the weak
another, all life is
the framers of the Conand oppressed, somestitution sanctioned what
thing one of his prededevalued.
they knew was wrong.
cessors has been chasLess than 100 years later,
tised for avoiding durhundreds of thousands of Americans died in a ing World War II.
Civil War that nearly destroyed the nation, and
If one concedes that a living human is not
today America still deals with the evils un- human simply because it is just a few cells, then
leashed by slavery.
how about conceding that one is not human if he
In the history of medicine, the Tuskegee does not exhibit sufficient brain power, or is not
Experiment stands out as an example of the perfectly formed physically? As soon as the
social evil that can be perpetrated in the name relative value of one human life is weighed
of scientific advancement. Some medical pro- against that of another, all life is devalued.
fessionals decided that certain Americans were
Cloning one human results in the creless than equal to others when it came to ation of another individual, not a spare for the
medical care. The result was not only the death use of the first twin. Parents recognize that
of innocent victims; thousands of blacks have identical twins are two separate people with
different likes and dislikes, abilities and ambiforever lost their faith in medical science.
Now medical professionals want to take tions. At birth, one twin is not hung next to the
advantage of the unborn. Apparently there second hose in the toolshed, stowed behind the
are still some who do not grasp the moral fifth wheel in the trunk, nor cut up and tossed
truth that we cannot murder humans, no mat- in Mr. Potato Head’s bucket of parts.
ter how young they are, or un-human they
look. Research that allows longer life is desirable, and we have a moral obligation to uphold
the quality of life, but the healing of one person
must never result in the killing of another.
The Catholic Church has historically
opposed much scientific research, including
Galileo’s astronomy and da Vinci’s anatomy.
Mr. Lichter is a sophomore majoring in
Quantitative Economics and Mechanical
Engineering.

She’s a slave 4 u.
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Cloning supporters, however, will argue
that clones are simply a replication of the first
individual. Unfortunately, they deny a logical truth in their argument. Adults were once
adolescents, were once toddlers, were once
infants, were once in the womb, were once
one cell. Now we must examine the development in the opposite direction. Since only
fertilized eggs naturally develop into adults,
they are the first stage of human life. Having
defined conception as the beginning of human life, anti-cloning logic follows.
Advanced Cell Technology, Inc. would
like to research treatments for terminal illnesses rather than clone babies meant to live.
In other words, they will kill babies for the
benefit of those living. To clone an adult, the
embryo’s DNA is replaced with the adult’s
DNA. With the original child denied life, the
scientists control the second child’s fate. They
can let him mature to gain a second copy of
the original, or they can remove stem cells to
reproduce an organ or tissue for the adult.
Had the victims been adults, there would be
two charges of Murder I; instead, the murderers are regarded as scientists.
You never hear doctors advocating death
in other research. We might better understand the advance of Alzheimer’s if we could
kill and autopsy victims at various points in
the progression of the disease, but, for most,
moral standards prevent such research. For
the rest, it is the emotional response to the
lobbying of Congress and the awareness ribbons on celebrities’ lapels. For them, it is
only when the victims are silent that death is
deemed acceptable.
Failure to acknowledge that each clone
is an individual life makes each clone a
slave to its parent or lab director. Based on
the lessons of history, such a policy will
end in disaster. We must, and will, find
cures for cancer and alzheimer’s, but we
must do so while adhering to the moral
code upon which our country was
founded.
"

But she is not.
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Three rogue nations and a Nobel laureate.

A Global War on Terror
by Alex Allen
and southern regions of the country.
Several weeks ago, UN Secretary General
Washington has a firm belief that Baghdad
Kofi Annan stated that he was “disturbed” at
has seriously strengthened its stockpile of weapthe prospect of the United States broadening
ons since UN inspectors pulled out of Iraq in
the boundaries of the War on Terrorism to
1998. In all likelihood, the sanctions will not be
include countries other than Afghanistan. Well,
eliminated until the UN Security Council can
Mr. Annan, it’s time to get your panties in a
confirm that Iraq is neither producing nor is
twist. President Bush issued statements to both
in possession of prohibited weapons. While
North Korea and Iraq in the last few weeks
this may seem like a stalemate, the US should
urging both countries to
not accept Hussein’s nor any
allow weapons inspectors
of his public relations tools’
North
Korea
and
once again within their
invective as a serious threat.
Iraq
shouldn’t
be
borders. Both countries
have denied involvesurprised that the Iraq has threatened numerous countries throughout the
ment in the attacks of SepUS is considering world on a number of occath
tember 11 , and both have
including them in
sions. Besides murdering his
refused to allow UN
own people, Hussein may be
the
War
on
weapons inspectors to asstockpiling weapons of mass
Terrorism.
sure the rest of the world
destruction to broaden the
that they are not stockpilborders of his bloodthirsty
ing weapons of mass destruction. The outrage
zealotry to countries around the world. If the
of these two countries upon learning of Bush’s
US allows Iraq to bargain in a manner that
request makes it even harder to believe Iraq’s
suggests it has the same amount of global
UN ambassador Mohammad Al-Douri’s comleverage as the US, then it will only be allowing
ment that Iraq has “nothing to inspect.”
another dictator to push the limits of global
Saddam Hussein has demanded that the
security. After all, if Iraq had
US lift all sanctions against Iraq before he will
consider allowing weapons inspectors to enter
the country. Furthermore, Hussein has demanded an absolute end to the sanctions
and has stated that he will not compromise
on the issue. Hussein asserted that Iraq
will not be pushed around by “arrogant”
Western forces after learning that the UK
and the US are considering “smart sanctions,” sanctions intended to place the majority of the economic burden on the leaders
of Iraq. Hussein also demands that the
“oil for food” program, established to
limit the money Iraq gained from oils
sales to being used to purchase sustenance
for the country, be abolished. In addition,
Hussein has demanded that the West
abolish all no-fly zones in the northern
Mr. Allen is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major.
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nothing to hide, then Iraqi officials wouldn’t be
so adamant that UN weapons inspectors stay
out of the country.
North Korea has also proved to be defiant
on the subject of global security. The North
Korean Foreign Ministry dismissed US demands to allow weapons inspectors in North
Korea and even went so far as to say that it
would take “necessary countermeasures.” The
North Korean Foreign Ministry can be assured
that while we, the citizens of a country that
actually believes in human rights and civil
liberties, are shaking in our collective boots, we
will be sure to ponder that threat thoroughly.
Next to the Taliban, the North Korean government has been one of the most unfriendly
entities with respect to the recent efforts to
combat terrorism. It didn’t publicly denounce
the attacks on the US but rather voiced discontent with US efforts against terrorism. In
addition, it now refuses to let UN weapons
inspectors examine its weapon stockpile and is
issuing threats against the US. Keep in mind,
this is the same country that was surprised to
see itself on the US list of countries that sponsor
terrorism. Since the list has been released,
North Korea’s government, a government so
strong that it feels it has the ability to threaten
the US with “countermeasures,” has rushed to
sign UN treaties combating terrorism.
Both North Korea and Iraq have proved
defiant to US anti-terrorism efforts. Both of
these countries tend to talk big without possessing the means to back up their words. This
behavior is curious, considering that neither
country is in a position to threaten the US on an
issue as important as this one. The governing
bodies in these countries must realize
that they may face future military
action if they continue to tell the
US to stick it where the sun
doesn’t shine regarding issues
as important as terrorism.
North Korea and Iraq
shouldn’t be surprised that
the US is considering including them in the War on Terrorism. It is time that certain
nations begin to take responsibility for their actions. Both
Iraq and North Korea will accomplish nothing more than
proving that they are all bark
and no bite if they continue to
act in such a hostile manner
concerning the US and its fight
against terrorism.
"

books

T

he last time a Republican president was
labeled an idiot, he saved the world from
Communism. President Ronald Reagan was
often labeled as a simpleminded person by
his detractors, but even they acknowledged
that he was “the Great Communicator.” In
Reagan, In His Own Hand, the reader sees
firsthand that the Teflon President was indeed a great communicator by reviewing
works by the Gipper himself. This book is no
introduction to Reagan or his philosophy, but
for those already familiar with his vision for
America, it provides
excellent insight into
the intellectual development of the man
who would go on to
become our fortieth
President.
From 1974 to
1979, after Reagan
served as the Governor of California but
before he became
President of the
United States, he acted
as a political analyst
giving regular radio
addresses. These radio commentaries
were 5 minute addresses that were syndicated nationally, and Reagan wrote almost
all of these pieces himself. Fortunately for
his admirers, his secretary at the time saved
the original handwritten drafts of every piece.
It is these short political commentaries on the
topics of the day that comprise the bulk of
Reagan.
The commentaries have been compiled
as they were written by hand, complete with
edits and revisions. This rather unique format
allows the reader to gain insight into Reagan’s
thought process as he wrote each speech. The
reader is able to see how Reagan refined not
only his ideologies, but also his mastery of the
English language. While many of the speeches
that earned Reagan the title of “the Great
Communicator” were written by his speech
writers, such as Peggy Noonan or Ben Stein,
the reader quickly comes to appreciate the
intelligence of the man himself.

Reagan, In His Own Hand
by Ronald Reagan
The Free Press, $30.00, hardcover
ISBN 0-7432-0123-X
The world Reagan inhabited in the late
1970’s was fundamentally different from
our own in ways that members of younger
generations may not immediately appreciate. In the midst of a severe economic depression, weak governmental leadership from
President Carter, and the looming Communist threat from the USSR, some Americans
doubted that this nation would survive the
test of history. Today Communism has been
relegated to the dustbin of history, yet at the
time, the USSR posed
a serious threat to this
nation and its ideals of
freedom and democracy. In the face of this
doubt about the fate of
our nation, Reagan
wrote extensively about
Communism,
the
economy, national defense, and human rights
among other topics, and
all with an ever-present
sense of optimism.
On the Communist threat, Reagan
writes, “only by mustering a superiority, beginning with a superiority of spirit, can we
stop the thunder of hobnailed boots on their march to world empire,” a summation of his philosophy that the
United States must boldly oppose Soviet
socialism. Ever opposed to big government
bureaucracy, he writes “our problem is a
permanent structure of government insulated from the thinking and wishes of the
people.” Insightful, even inspirational
quotes like these abound throughout the 500
pages of Reagan.
For an introduction to Reagan one would
be better off purchasing a greatest speeches
compilation. But for the sophisticated reader
of politics or English, Reagan, In His Own
Hand is an excellent book. As each speech is
fairly short, the book can be read in easily
digested segments. Well worth the price,
Reagan would make an excellent gift this
holiday season.
"
—Sam Dangremond
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Richard Perle gives a speech that isn’t about missle defense.

Perle of Wisdom
by Megan Liotta

T

he events of September 11th have clearly tumultuous region in which anti-American
effected a patriotic change in many sentiment is a dangerous reality. Perle did
Americans. Case in point, the Institute for not attempt to sugarcoat the situation at
Global Leadership/EPIIC has jointly hosted all, never once claiming that a new gova series of lectures on terrorism. While ernment in Afghanistan would in any
many of these lectures deal with the grounds way alleviate anti-American sentiment
for terrorist activbut rather that the
ity (as though
systematic elimiPerle did not attempt to
there are any), a
nation of regimes
few actually deal
harboring terrorsugarcoat the situation at
with how to fight
ist cells must
all, never once claiming
it. Among the
necessarily folthat a new government in
those proposing
low. His “preAfghanistan would in any
actual solutions
ferred candiway alleviate antithis past week
date” for the next
was speaker Ritarget is, predictAmerican sentiment but
chard Perle, the
ably and pragrather that the
chair of the Dematically,
systematic elimination of
fense
Policy
S a d d a m
regimes harboring
Board of the
Hussein.
terrorist cells must
United States DeAndrew Hess, a
partment of Descholar in every
necessarily follow.
fense. His discussense of the word,
sion, “Counterbegan his side of
ing International Terrorism: A Compre- the discussion by talking about the war’s
hensive Security Approach,” was refresh- implications for the global community—
ing for a number of reasons, not the least of for the political lingo laymen, the recently
which was the intelligent discussion be- coined term meaning the rest of the world.
tween him and professor Andrew Hess from He pointed
the Fletcher School.
out that
Perle began the forum by giving a quick the area
and accessible account of the topics being has been
considered by the Department of Defense in almost
with regards to the Taliban and the post- a
conTaliban War on Terrorism. He acknowl- tinual state
edged that the Taliban should have been of warfare
toppled long ago, while also recognizing for the last
that once the Taliban is eradicated from thirty years and
Afghanistan, the activities of Al Qaeda will noted that the rebe stifled only in that one country. Destroy- gional economy is
ing the Taliban, he asserted, will eliminate inextricably linked to the global
refuge for terrorists in Afghanistan, but not economy because of its concentration of the
in the rest of the Middle East, the ever- world’s fossil fuels. Hess endorsed the attack plan, saying that on paper it was logical
Miss Liotta is a junior majoring in
and the right thing to do, but he also exEnglish.
pressed concern over the ethnic conflicts
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and population control.
Which argument makes the most sense?
Both men gave excellent talks, and both
answered the resulting questions with interesting and informative replies. But Perle’s
discussion of the situation was unequivocally more within the reach of those who are
less informed about the crisis. There is a
reasonable explanation for this discrepancy.
Hess, while a highly intelligent, well versed
intellectual who has studied the region and
its conflicts extensively, uses his studies to
convey a verbose (and sometimes tedious)
opinion on the circumstances. Perle, on the
other hand, lives and breathes national security concerns everyday. He does not need
to study or to theorize about the Middle
East; he deals directly with the problems
constantly. In other words, Hess can talk
about the history of ethnic turmoil in southwest Asia until he turns blue, but Perle can
give a comprehensive plan for solution and
can likewise present it in articulate terms
for the average Joe. He does not have to be
an academic like Hess to illustrate a problem and its practical outcome. Indeed, he
has the advantage over Hess because people
can understand his terms. He does not resort
to cutting-edge catch phrases because they
are not practical in his job.
Overall, the points-of-view presented
by the two men were riveting and important for anyone holding an interest in national security right now—essentially all
Americans. Tufts would be well advised to
consider pairings like this one more often.
To bring together two people, one who
works directly with the subject at hand, the
other who studies and philosophizes about
it, is tremendously stimulating for the audience. Too
o f t e n ,
high-tier
schools
l i k e
Tufts rely
upon only
the scholarly, ideological perspective
in special lectures, failing to bring
in someone from the industry to discuss how the hypothetical
translates into the realistic. Richard
Perle’s talk bucked this trend, and is
hopefully indicative of a new and improved EPIIC.
"

A casting call goes out to Tinseltown
for parts in America’s New War.

New Wave
by Michael Santorelli

B

efore September 11th, the biggest story all great movies, but savage violence muddles
in Hollywood was Anne Heche’s auto- the message of these films. Confusion and
biography describing her descent into mad- ambivalence reign within all of the protagoness. However, after that fateful day, nists of these films, creating a tangible sense
Tinseltown changed forever. Now studios of pessimism and uncompromising objeccannot blow up buildings or hijack planes tion toward US involvement. Hollywood
without feeling a sense of remorse or guilt. In was established as a new ultra-liberal haven.
light of this shift away
Now, in the
from callous violence, a
midst
of
the new War on
In the midst of the
new wave of “patriotic”
Terror,
Hollywood
finds
new War on terror,
movies have been oritself in the precarious
Hollywood finds
dered to help Americans
position of having to
itself in the
cope with loss and fuel a
yield to a new media
precarious position agenda. Fortunately,
rekindled bonfire of patriotism, a role that Holthose in the industry have
of having to yield
lywood once knew but
followed suit as they gear
to a new media
eventually forgot.
up for thematic shift.
agenda.
During World War
Movies, however, canII, Hollywood found its
not be made in a matter
niche as a propaganda machine. Studios of days or months. Regardless, society looks
joined in the fight against the evil force of to cinema for escape. Thankfully, just in
fascism that threatened to take over the time, we get two movies, Spy Game and
world. Films like Chaplin’s Nazi satire The Behind Enemy Lines; both touted as oldGreat Dictator and Curtiz’s Casablanca fashioned, pro-American propaganda movbuilt the foundation upon which WWII has ies in which the good guy wins.
since been glorified and immortalized as the
For the sake of brevity, and in the spirit
true battle against evil. Even before Septem- of ironic coincidence, a brief plot outber 11th, moviegoers witnessed a resurgence line for one movie
of WWII spirit has been seen in Saving will serve both
Private Ryan, Thin Red Line and Pearl films. Setting:
Harbor. The pure American spirit of World
War II will live forever on film. Yet outside
of theatres this feeling quickly died out with
US involvement in Vietnam.
The leftist response to the Vietnam War
and the resulting anti-American sentiment
has long since become common knowledge. A new generation of filmmakers
and studio executives—ironically part of
the baby-boomer generation—took this
war as their chance to make a statement.
Certainly Apocalypse Now, Platoon, Born
on the 4th of July, and Full Metal Jacket are
Mr. Santorelli is a senior majoring in
English.

Bosnia or China circa early 1990s. Two
agents of the United States military come
into conflict. The alienated subordinate, in
hopes of redefining his tour of duty, decides
to become a “rogue agent” by taking matters
into his own hands, leading him into the
hostile hands of the enemy. This prompts the
commander to assume control by evading a
sensitive US government in order to rescue
the subordinate. Confusing? Well, here’s
another twist. While all this happens, ties
between the US and Bosnia/China teeter on
the edge of being severed while these missions are carried out. And if this were not
enough, the movies look nearly identical.
Scary, isn’t it?
These similarities, however, should not
detract from the films’ entertainment value.
The action sequences and special-effects
are great. The acting isn’t bad, either. But
the conflicts within each film that must be
resolved and the agents of oppression that
the films’ depict call into question their
patriotism. In both films, the hierarchy of
command directly conflicts with the agendas of the main characters. In Spy Game,
Robert Redford’s character must outwit the
CIA to save Brad Pitt from a Chinese prison;
in Behind Enemy Lines, Gene Hackman
sacrifices his Admiral status to save Owen
Wilson, who is trapped inside Bosnia. While
these are very noble and patriotic acts, the
US government is the obstacle in saving
these men’s lives. The greater good, a
cease-fire in Bosnia and trade-relations with
China, appears to trump a soldier’s life. Like
many of the Vietnam War movies, the individual stands opposed to a vast US government machine. Is this patriotism or a more
subtle political agenda?
Old habits die hard. This is undoubtedly the case for Hollywood. Is it
realistic to think the thick leftist smog
that pervades every aspect of
the industry will just disappear?
Certainly not. Spy Game and
Behind Enemy Lines are prime examples:
films tinged with distrust and skepticism. Yet
Hollywood must join the fight against terror
and do its part to continue to unify our nation.
If it’s not through escapist, slapstick comedy
or mindless action movies, then it should be
through thoughtful examinations and denouncements of the evil in our world. In
these trying times, there’s no reason that
Hollywood entertainment shouldn’t be
imbued with some well appreciated, patriotic pro-Americanism.
"
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Government gonna go medieval on yo’ ass.

Authoritarian Paradise
by Andrew Gibbs

T

imes of peace and prosperity do little to process; failing to do so assumes guilt by
reveal the character of a nation and its default. Of the over 1,200 detainees, only a
government. Times of crisis and tragedy tell handful have been shown to have any link
all. Just as one diswhatsoever to
covers one’s real
the Al Qaeda
One would think that the
friends only when
terrorist organiUS government has
the chips are down,
zation. Upon
so too may citizens
hearing such
prescribed to the Spanish
discover the qualstatistics one
communist Dolores
ity of their governwould think
Ibarruri’s philosophy that
ment when things
that the US gov“it is better to kill one
go awry. The
ernment has
hundred innocents than to
United States is
prescribed to
built upon the
the Spanish
let one guilty person go
foundations of the
communist
free.” Such rationale has
Constitution and
D o l o r e s
no place in American
the Bill of Rights.
Ibarruri’s phigovernment.
Recent terrorist atlosophy that “it
tacks, however,
is better to kill
are providing an acid test for current leaders’ one hundred innocents than to let one guilty
resolve to uphold these foundations. With the person go free.” Such rationale has no place in
essential revocation of the writ of habeas American government. Nor do past transgrescorpus, the specter of military tribunals re- sions excuse present ones. The often revered,
placing due process, and the FBI asking to but tragically flawed, Abraham Linuse truth serums and torture, America is coln revoked the writ of habeas
indeed headed for dark times.
corpus during the American Civil
The writ of habeas corpus serves as a War and has forever
crucial safeguard against unconstitutional action by law enforcement agencies. This mechanism guarantees that anyone imprisoned by
any agency must be informed by a court of the
reason for his imprisonment. This comes as a
natural derivation from the Sixth Amendment, which states that a defendant is “to be
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation.” The national campaign against terrorism has caused the detention of over 1,200
suspects, some of whom have been denied
legal counsel or were not told why they were
imprisoned. Such treatment of suspects is
completely inexcusable, as they are suspects,
innocent until proven guilty. The accused of
any crime, even terrorism, must be given due
Mr. Gibbs is a senior majoring in
Computer Science.
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since jaded Americans on the topic. Yet past
mistakes must not be repeated.
Another alarming development of recent is President Bush’s decision to prosecute suspected terrorists before secret military tribunals. His actions are a usurpation of
Congress’ role as the law making branch.
Military tribunals are highly inappropriate
and have been deemed so by the Supreme
Court in the past. The decision of Ex Parte
Milligan held that martial law could not be
applied where federal civil courts were available. Military tribunals make use of secret
arrests, secret charges using secret evidence,
secret prosecutions, secret witnesses, secret
trials, secret convictions, secret sentencing,
and secret executions. The mere concept of
such a tribunal nullifies the concept of being
innocent until proven guilty. It is quick and
dirty justice to the extreme, violating every
Constitutional right imaginable. There is no
place on American soil for such travesties of
justice.
Perhaps the most disturbing effect of the
aftermath of the terrorist attacks has been the
debate surrounding the use of truth serums
and torture on suspected terrorists. Proponents of such draconian measures argue that
desperate times call for desperate measures.
This is a lousy excuse and reveals the disturbing willingness of some people to compromise their principles when the going gets
tough. Torturing and drugging prisoners are
the tactics of primitive authoritarian regimes,
not of sophisticated, humanitarian governments. Expedition of justice at the expense of
due process of law may seem like a good idea
to some, but only up until the point when they
or someone they care about falls victim to it.
The Eighth Amendment clearly states that
“cruel and unusual punishment shall not be
inflicted.” This principle must be upheld in
all cases, not on a mealy mouthed pick-andchoose basis.
The American people are
presently faced with adversity of a potentially devastating scope. Seldom in
the history of the US has there existed
such a tangible threat to national security
as the terrorism it now faces. The temptation to compromise one’s principles in
times of war can be great for many, but
Americans must resist this urge. Making
compromises on one’s principles is shortsighted and results in a slippery slope of
further compromise. When fighting
monsters, one must go to great lengths
not to become a monster.
"
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happened that night, or
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
You’re only as young as the woman you
feel.
—Groucho Marx
Where there is liberty art succeeds. In
societies that are not free, art dies.
—Ronald Reagan
There is a passion for hunting something
deeply implanted in the human breast.
—Charles Dickens
No poor country does a good job
protecting the environment.
—Phil Gramm
And from the ancient forests of Oregon, to
the Inland Empire of California, America’s
great middle class has got to start standing
up to the environmental extremists who
put insects, rats, and birds ahead of
families, workers, and jobs.
—Patrick Buchanan
The whole notion that you can equalize
opportunity in the things that matter is
utopian.
—Thomas Sowell
Race should not be a source of power or
advantage or disadvantage for anyone in a
free society. This was one of the most
important lessons of the original civil
rights movement.
—Shelby Steele
We have 6,000 years of written historical
experience in the Judeo-Christian
tradition. We know the rules that work. We
know that learning, study, working, saving,
and commitment are vital. That is why
Republicans would replace welfare with
work.
—Newt Gingrich
I prefer to call the most obnoxious
feminists what they really are: feminazis.
—Rush Limbaugh

The Bill of Rights is like the Ten
Commandments, a syllabus of constraints:
Thou shalt not legislate against free
speech. And a flag-burning amendment
can be viewed as a contradiction of one of
these constraints: Thou shalt not interpret
the First Amendment as authorizing the
burning of the flag.
—William F. Buckley Jr.
America’s mission to the world did not end
when the cold war ended. Our mission is
ongoing. Our mission is to continue to tell
the world that we are for the freedom and
human rights of all men and women, for all
time—and to do everything we can to
transform the ancient dream and hope of
freedom into a democratic reality
everywhere.
—Jack Kemp
There is no “slippery slope” toward loss of
liberties, only a long staircase where each
step downward must first be tolerated by
the American people and their leaders.
—Alan K. Simpson
Liberty is the only thing you cannot have
unless you are willing to give it to others.
—William Allen White
What is technically possible is not for that
very reason morally admissible.
—Vatican Doctrinal Statement
The intelligent conservative combines a
disposition to preserve with an ability to
reform.
—Russell Kirk
My brain: it’s my second favorite organ.
—Woody Allen
One-fifth of the people are against
everything all the time.
—Robert Kennedy
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Drink their beer and eat their tamales, but
when you go to the polls, vote for
Gonzalez.
—Henry B. Gonzalez
The first black president will be a
politician who is black.
—Doug Wilder
There is always a certain meanness in the
argument of conservatism, joined with a
certain superiority in its fact.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
The less people know about how sausages
and laws are made, the better they’ll sleep
at night.
—Otto Van Bismarck
The real community of man, in the midst
of all the self-contradictory simulacra of
community, is the community of those who
seek the truth.
—Allan Bloom
The concessions of the weak are the
concessions of fear.
—Edmund Burke
To sit back hoping that someday, some
way, someone will make things right is
to go on feeding the crocodile, hoping
that he will eat you last—but eat you he
will.
—Ronald Reagan
Lobbyists are people who go to
Washington to mix business with
pressure.
—Reinhold Niebuhr
The gap between us and our opponents
is a cultural divide. It is not just a
difference between conservative and
liberal; it is a difference between
fighting for what is right and refusing to
see what is wrong.
—Dan Quayle

